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Abstract 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) and file-sharing applications like BitTorrent [1] and many others have 
become very popular. There are different approaches, which use P2P networks for efficient 

data broadcasting. The MC-FTP protocol is multicast technology and addressing scheme 
independent. It uses native IP multicast in local networks or operates on top of an overlay 

network using ID based multicast groups.  
  In this paper our proposal MC-FTP is a protocol for efficient data dissemination 
using multicast, either native IP multicast or overlay multicast, and enables anonymity under 

certain preconditions. It expects users to cooperate on forwarding data for others. MC-FTP 
allows efficient usage of network resources and reduces the load at the server regarding 

network and CPU usage is presented. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) and file-sharing applications like BitTorrent [1] and many others have 
become very popular. There are different approaches, which use P2P networks for efficient 

data broadcasting:  
Slurpie [2] builds an overlay network between downloading clients only if better performance 
can be gained that way. It supports HTTP and FTP downloads from servers. F iles are split 

into blocks and block lists are represented as bit vectors. Each peer stores information about n 
(const.) other peers and they update each other periodically. Downloads occur normally 

between peers, the server is visited only if no peer has the needed block. 
Bullet [3] splits the data into disjoint object sets, which are disseminated disjointly to peers 
considering bandwidth. Peers locate and retrieve missing data from other peers. Summary 

tickets, which are summarizing so called working sets  representing progress on peers, get 
exchanged periodically between peers. Bullet builds a mesh on top of an existing overlay 

tree. 
FastReplica [4] replicates large files among n nodes, where n is typically between 10-30 
nodes. The distribution step sends a part of the original file called subfile and a distribution 

list of nodes to which the subfile has to be sent to. In the collection step all the nodes send 
their subfile to the remaining nodes in the group.  

FTP-M [5] extends the classical FTP protocol (client + server) and uses TCP-M allowing 
TCP-like reliable multicast. TCP-M splits TCP connections and fuses ACKs. FTP-M offers a 
convenient API based on BSD sockets and has two modes, the normal and the one-to-many 
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mode. Data transfer occurs in the following two phases: the negotiation phase opens the 

command connections for FTP and the data transfer phase makes the file upload also called 
FTP push.  
Our proposal MC-FTP is a protocol for efficient data dissemination using multicast, either 

native IP multicast or overlay multicast, and enables anonymity under certain preconditions. 
It expects users to cooperate on forwarding data for others. MC-FTP allows efficient usage of 

network resources and reduces the load at the server regarding network and CPU usage. It 
allows classical file sharing between users and can convert classical server based 1:n data 
dissemination for e.g. patches and new ISO-images to a P2P file distribution. MC-FTP has a 

completely de-centralized architecture and does not need any infrastructure support. 

II. MC-FTP SIMPLE ACTION FLOW OVERVIEW 

To understand action flow in MC-FTP a simple scenario will be used. The details of the 
involved parties like File Leaders, senders and receivers will be explained in the next section.  

First hosts that are interested in a certain file for sending and/or receiving join the File 
Management Group for this file. Then the File Leader assigns the sending hosts and starts to 

send keep-alive messages, which include which chunks will be sent on which groups at what 
rate (see also Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Host joining, sender assignment and keep-alive message sending 

 
After the involved nodes learn on which groups what chunks will be send, senders and 

receivers join the corresponding groups (see also Figure 2). Then the senders can start to send 
the chunks with the specified rate defined by the File Leader in the keep-alive message that 
are periodically resent. The receivers subscribed to the corresponding group will then receive 

these chunks (see also Figure 3). Senders can also be receivers for other chunks they don’t 
have locally available yet.  

III. MC-FTP ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS 

The MC-FTP protocol is multicast technology and addressing scheme independent. It uses 

native IP multicast in local networks or operates on top of an overlay network using ID based 
multicast groups. The overlay approach allows good scalability concerning the group address 
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space issue and also overcomes the limitations of multicast support in the Internet. 

Anonymity for all peers is granted when the underlying overlay network framework / 
technology also supports multicast anonymity.  
Information about a file that has to be disseminated is stored in a so-called File Descriptor 

(torrent- like) containing different information about the file. This information includes a 
MD5-hash of the file (= file ID), a list of File Chunks holding redundant data and a Circular 

Pairwise Checksum (MD5) of chunks in-order (see also Figure 4). 

  

Fig. 2. Joining of senders and receivers to the chunk sending groups  
 

  

Fig. 3. Sending and receiving of chunks 

  

Fig. 4. Circular Pairwise Checksum 
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The architecture of MC-FTP also includes two DHTs (distributed hash table). One is used for 

group reservation management and the other is used for mapping a File Descriptor to a File 
Management Group. 
One File Management Group is assigned to each file. Files are defined by the corresponding 

File Descriptors. Each File Management Group has one File Leader. The File Management 
Group is reserved by the File Leader and stored in the corresponding DHT (key: File 

Descriptor, value: group address). All peers interested in a certain file lookup the F ile 
Management Group address in the corresponding DHT and then join this group. All peers 
involved in a file distribution use the File Management Group for message exchange.  

A new Downloading peer tries to locate the address of the existing file management group 
via a lookup in the according DHT. If there is no group defined in according DHT it retries to 

find the group after a certain back-off time. Otherwise it joins the file management group.  
A file-providing peer, even if it has only partially downloaded the file, tries to locate the 
address of the existing file management group via a lookup in the according DHT. If no 

existing file management group address is found, it tries to become the File Leader for the 
corresponding file, which could raise concurrency issues.  

Each peer involved in a file transfer creates for itself per file a unique ID and a public / 
private key pair for itself to use for encryption and signing of the communication data.  
The File Leader manages all peers interested in a certain file like downloaders, pure senders 

and mixed peers. File leaders periodically send keep alive messages containing the File 
Leader’s unique ID, the current groups for streaming data and for each data-streaming group 

the rate and order of the chunks. If no keep-alive messages received after a certain time a new 
File Leader will be chosen by negotiation. File leader negotiation is done in a distributed 
manner with a voting or challenging algorithm, which still has to be determined. Clustering 

of File Leaderships on a peer should be possible. Good connected peers having fast and stable 
connections should accumulate leaderships up to a certain degree. The optimal number of 

accumulations for different scenarios still has to be determined.  
A File Leader manages the sending peers, determines which chunks should be sent to which 
groups and defines the sending rate for the chunks. Periodically the File Leader asks all 

members in its group to report their status using a status message containing the unique ID 
and the public key of the peer, their locally available chunks and the available bandwidth. 

With the status request, the File Leader also sends its public key, which is used by group 
members to encrypt their status messages. File leaders manage the leasing of multicast 
groups. They reserve multicast addresses for file management groups and for the groups on 

which the file chunks are sent. They also release the multicast group addresses that are not in 
use. 

IV. OPEN ISSUES AND OUTLOOK 

Some open questions remain:  

How are File Descriptors located?  They can be downloaded, which is easy to implement 
(BitTorrent- like) or a distributed hash table search engine could be used.  

How to perform integrity checks, signing and trustworthiness of a File Descriptor?  
How to detect malicious peers and solve the problem of fake new File Leaders? Malicious 
peers could declare themselves as new File Leaders, existing members of the file share group 

would detect this but new members cannot know which File Leader to trust. The correction is 
not easy for new members joining an existing compromised File Management Group.  

What is the tradeoff between anonymity and overall complexity?  
How to determine the maximum number of file management groups to subscribe to?   
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How many files should a peer offer for downloading and if it has a lot of files how would it 

be to cycle through them offering only a still to be determined number of files in a certain 
time frame?  
For the future the message protocol should be defined in more detail. Different DHTs like 

Pastry or Chord should be evaluated in the context of group address management and for file-
to-management-group-address mapping. Also the possibilities for a File Descriptor search 

engine based on DHTs or other mechanisms should be evaluated. Different erasure encodings 
that could be used when splitting a file into chunks should be analyzed to optimize data 
recovery from partial downloads. Also a way should be found to efficiently assign sending of 

chunks and the according groups among the senders to minimize duplication of the received 
data on downloaders. Finally cooperation with existing protocols (HTTP, FTP, etc.) has to be 

evaluated.  
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